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PART ONE
Introduction
For decades, casino executives operated properties and made decisions
based on experience, conjecture, common sense, or personal theory. As a business
that came about as a byproduct of the frontier lifestyle and matured under
organized crime, casino gambling has always been different from other businesses
(Lucas & Kilby, 2008). Now that gaming has become mainstream, scholars and
executives are beginning to examine the viability of some of gaming’s oldest
business practices. Though limited, the existing literature that examines these
practices is rich with implications and managerial importance. This paper reviews
the existing literature, particularly research that pertains to the profitability of
premium players.
Casino executives allot considerable resources to attract and retain high-end
casino players through the use of promotions, offers, and special deals created
specifically for premium players. Bigger players received greater benefits. Not only
do they receive better incentives (such as free slot play, free bets, dining credits, and
show tickets), but top-tier players are also afforded other perks on a case-by-case
basis. Discounts on actual loss, discounts on quick loss, airfare reimbursement,
promotional chips based on front money or credit line, and full RFB (room, food, and
beverage) privileges are some of the special concessions made to the top-tier player.
Recent empirical research has shown some practices to be profitable, and some to
produce negative cash flows. For example, Gowan and Brown (2009) found “compbased promotions” to be as good an indicator of gross revenue as advertising
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expenses for five major gaming companies. However, Salmon, Lucas, Kilby and
Dalbor (2004) found that discount practices, in particular, were widely used without
proper consideration and are potentially devastating to a casino’s bottom line.
Offers for low-end players are carefully measured and distributed based on a
percentage of player reinvestment. In Las Vegas, there are so many options for
players to choose from that every casino must sacrifice some profitability in order to
make an attempt to retain the player’s action. However, when it comes to higherend players, casino executives commonly rely on experience and gut instinct when
deciding what to offer in excess of the standard promotions. Often, the decision
authority is given to a casino host, many of whom do not fully understand the
mathematical impact of their choice. Hill (2008) suggests that hosts are granted
such authority because they often have a direct line of communication with the
player and knowledge of the player’s background, behavior, and finances. In fact,
Hill’s (2008) examination of casino host duties and practices shows how hosts,
though poor decision making, can affect casino profitability by giving too much back
to the player in the form of reinvestment.
Premium players have the potential to contribute greatly to a casino’s bottom
line, but when casino executives make special offers to premium players, it should
be done with measurement, accuracy, and prudence. These concessions should be
structured to maintain player profitability. Any reinvestment in a player reduces
that player’s profitability in an attempt to increase trip frequency and loyalty.
Casino executives must be aware, though, that there is a point at which any player
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can become unprofitable, either by receiving excessive reinvestment or taking
advantage of poorly planned incentive or reward programs.
Purpose
This paper does not seek to condemn the use of incentives for high-end
casino players. Rather, it is intended to illuminate common policies and practices
that might require more measurement and consideration prior to being distributed.
This paper also explores and examines existing literature and findings regarding the
profitability of high-end casino players and offers guidelines for evaluating
profitability.
Statement of Objective
This paper targets existing policies and practices in the contemporary Las Vegas
casino gaming business, separately examining the profitability of each incentive program
or common practice. As a consolidated examination of such practices, this paper can
serve as a reference for any casino executive interested in examining the profitability of
his/her property’s incentives.
Justification
In most destination markets, multiple casino properties compete for the same highend casino players. At a time when profits are scarce, it is especially important to
examine the viability and profitability of the incentives and promotions used to attract
and retain premium action. The implications of this study are important to the gaming
community because they expose and differentiate practices that have potentially negative
consequences.
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Constraints
Not all casino properties operate with an identical set of policies and procedures.
This paper addresses common practices used by many properties in Las Vegas and other
destination gaming markets, but not a particular casino. Much of the data contained in
the literature review does not name the donor property to protect confidentiality. Casinos
often keep their performance numbers very private, which makes it difficult to analyze
any one property.
Glossary
All glossary definitions are adapted from Kilby, Fox, & Lucas 2004, p. 303
Airfare reimbursement – A cash payment, also called an airfare award, is issued to a
player by a casino to cover the cost of the player’s travel. Policies differ across
gaming properties and jurisdictions. Players are not always required to present an
airline ticket or receipt. Many international players view the award as an
entitlement.
Cash deposit incentive – Awards players with a cash payment based on the amount of
money deposited into the casino’s cashier’s cage prior to gaming activity. Dead
chip programs are loosely based on this practice.
Room, food, and beverage (RFB) comps – Complementaries, or comps, include goods
and services distributed to the player from the casino at no charge. Distribution is
usually based on a player’s actual loss or a percentage of the player’s theoretical
win for the trip.
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Discount/Rebate on loss – Discount or rebates specifics are usually negotiated prior to a
player’s arrival. The typical discount format is to offer a cash rebate based on a
player’s actual loss. The percentage of the discount varies by property, policy,
and the individual player. There is often a minimum required loss to receive
discounts. Rebates are also offered to players as an incentive to quickly pay off
credit lines.
Promotional Chips – Promotional chips are nonnegotiable chips with a face value of a
certain denominations and are distributed to players for a variety of reasons. They
must be played in order to realize value. Wagers made with promotional chips
are paid in negotiable cheques, which can be redeemed for cash. Free slot play
and free bet vouchers are almost identical in function as promotional chips, but
have some slight differences.
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PART TWO
Literature Review
Introduction
Casino gambling has endured setbacks and cleared hurdles to be granted the
ability to operate legally the way it does today. Nevada lawmakers passed several
laws legalizing gambling in one form or another, only to repeal or amend them later.
In 1931, the Wide Open Gaming Bill was passed, legalizing slots and certain table
games. Casino gaming has been legal in Nevada since the bill’s passing. The law
provided business opportunities for the private sector and tax revenues for the state
(Kilby, Fox, & Lucas 2004, p. 2).
Over the next half century, Las Vegas continued to grow. The population of
Clark County, which contains Las Vegas, doubled between 1940 and 1942 (Kilby,
Fox, & Lucas 2004, p. 5). More and more casinos were built. Originally, most
casinos were Western themed and lower-end. Bugsy Siegel’s Flamingo Hotel &
Casino marked the beginning of a Las Vegas trend toward higher-end, more
glamorous resorts, paving the way for developers like Howard Hughes and Steve
Wynn (Kilby, Fox, & Lucas 2004, p.6).
Casino marketing was limited to complimentary hotel rooms and meals for
premium players, which were easily covered by casino play. Few other incentives
existed until competition for gamblers became more serious (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos,
2002). Gaming operators were concerned with casino revenue only. Amenities
served to keep players on property and gambling, which was the primary source of
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revenue. Most amenities were allowed to operate at a loss if management felt that it
was necessary to attract or retain players (Roehl, 1996).
Modern casino resorts still rely on the casino to generate the bulk of the
resort’s revenue, but non-gaming amenities (such as restaurants, retail space,
nightclubs, and showrooms) are becoming more profitable than ever before. Many
even have the ability to operate as stand alone businesses that are capable of
contributing to the resort’s bottom line. Some casino amenities have become such
tremendous revenue generators, that contemporary gaming companies are trying to
find new ways to track guests’ non-gaming spend so they can market accordingly
(Campbell, Martinez-Jerez, & Epstein 2006).
For the most part, gaming companies look to the casino for the bulk of the
property’s revenue and look to the premium segment to produce the vast majority
of those revenues (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos, 2002; Lucas & Kilby 2008, p.17).
Somewhat of an anomaly, Las Vegas contains both a repeater market of casinos that
cater to locals as well as a destination market (the strip), which relies on transient
business. Local casinos are often more heavily reliant on slot revenue than are
destination casinos (Lucas & Kilby, 2008 p. 197). Most of the gaming incentives
described below are specifically for players of table games.
Gaming Evaluation Metrics
Gambling is difficult to measure under the best of circumstances, which can
make premium players difficult to indentify and differentiate from less valuable
players. For example, consider a Roulette player who typically plays $1000 per spin
for about an hour each night, and an expert blackjack player who usually bets $3000
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per hand for two hours per evening. Which player is of greater value to the casino,
and by how much? The blackjack player has twice as much time and triple the
average wager of the roulette player, but roulette has a much higher house
advantage and greater earning potential for the casino. Depending on the speed of
the game, the two players would be about equal, but their similar value is not
readily known without first computing their theoretical contribution to the casino.
Theoretical win is a dollar amount that the casino should theoretically win
from a player based on game type and amount wagered. It is the primary unit of
measurement when evaluating player worth, host performance, promotion success
or failure, and nearly all casino-related inquiries of performance (Lucas & Kilby,
2008, p. 18, 158). The formula for theoretical win (T-win, theo, etc) is described
below:
(Average Wager) x (Hands per Hour) x (Hours Played) x (House Advantage)
= Theoretical win
In short, theoretical win is the total amount of funs wagered multiplied by the house
advantage. Casino executives are interested in a player’s average theoretical win
generated over a given period of time (per day, per trip, per month, etc.) (Lucas &
Kilby, p. 18)
Of course, theoretical win is not the only unit of measurement in which
casino executives are interested. When it comes to the bottom line, revenue
produced by the casino is made up of funds that are actually lost by players, not
theoretically lost. Therefore, actual win is the other unit of measurement that is of
primary concern to casino management. However, when the casino experiences a
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massive win from an individual player, or over a short period of time (such as a
weekend), management cannot fully count the win as profit for the casino. Rather,
the amount of the win, minus the house advantage, belongs to the casino only
temporarily. It is held by the casino and will eventually be lost to a lucky player.
Such is the case with variance and probability math. Though variance increases as
decisions decrease, probability outcomes shed variance as the game continues to be
played (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos 2002). In other words, the house advantage is all a
casino can expect to retain from a wager; the remainder of the bet will eventually be
lost back to the player.
Player Tracking/Rating
The means for rating casino play have greatly matured in the past three
decades. Prior to player tracking systems, the evaluation of players and distribution
of complementaries was done at the discretion of casino executives. Many casino
executives simply assumed that premium players were the only players worthy of
receiving complementaries and did not provide benefits to low-end players
(Marfels, 2010). Modern rating systems have shown how providing rewards to lowend players (particularly slot players) is profitable and effective in building loyalty
and customer satisfaction. In the late 1990’s, Caesar’s Entertainment (formerly
Harrah’s Inc.) invested $100 million into information technology in an effort to
better track and evaluate an individual’s casino play (Lal, 2004).
Rating slot play tends to be easier and more accurate than rating table game
play. For slot play, the card is inserted directly into the machine. While the card is
in the machine, all data for that gaming session is relayed to the player’s account.
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So, if the card is being used correctly, the casino knows exactly how much the player
won, lost, played, and generated in theoretical win (Lucas & Kilby 2004, p. 41).
Modern slot technology has made it easier than ever to enroll in a rewards
program and get benefits for play. Many casinos now have self-service kiosks where
players can check how many points they have earned, view any available
promotions, and even update contact information without requiring the assistance
of an employee. Players can also log into their account through the casino’s web
page, accessing benefits and account information, such as tax information, remotely.
(Lucas & Kilby, p. 46).
When rating gaming activity for a table game, it is the responsibility of the pit
supervisor to estimate a player’s average wager. Though most players rarely
change their average bet more than a few units, some players have a tremendous
amount of variability in their wagering activity. This circumstance often poses
problems with players, hosts, independent reps, or executives who do not feel that
the player was rated correctly (Lucas & Kilby 2008, p.160). However, without hiring
employees to track every wager on every table (which can be an option for casino
action taking place in the high-limit salon), the current method is the only available
option for casino managers until better bet-tracking technology become more
widely available and utilized (Kilby, Fox, & Lucas, 2004 p. 221).
The Comp Culture
Casino gaming is unlike any other American business in that players can
expect to be given something back in the form of complimentary goods and services
from the resort that receives their gaming action (Marfels, 2010). Though many
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businesses offer loyalty rewards, no industry has as expansive a practice as casino
gaming (Marfels, 2010). Most of today’s gaming executives understand the extent to
which player retention requires this type of investment, especially in their
particular market (McGowan & Brown, 2009). Offering complementaries has
become an industry norm and something players have come to expect and demand.
The gaming industry has also spent more than any other industry on
complementaries for players. For example, in 2009, all Atlantic City casinos spent a
combined $1,427,000,000 on Complementaries (Marfels, 2010).
The distribution of comps has shown to be a strong predictor of revenue. In
fact, a study that examined five major gaming operators showed that promotional
allowances were a better indicator of casino revenue than were advertising
expenses, according to the data samples provided (McGowan & Brown, 2009). In
the study, all of the variables (gross revenue, casino revenue, promo allowances, and
advertising expenses) are expressed as whole numbers, as opposed to ratios or
percentages. Though correlation does not prove causation, promotional dollars
were more correlated to gaming revenue than advertising dollars.
The authors discuss the importance of maintaining customer loyalty in a
business arena that contains such an intense level of competition for play, especially
at the premium level. The study also suggests that giving complementaries as a
form of reinvestment in the player can be an effective way to generate revenue, and
a necessary evil to be competitive. However, if it is not done with careful
measurement and attention to player worth, the costs can easily outweigh the
boosted revenues. Though premium players are considered to be of great value to a
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casino, it is better to lose an unprofitable player to a competitor than to over-comp
the player to the point of unprofitability (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos, 2002)
Player Reinvestment
Given the competitive nature of the contemporary casino gaming business,
all casinos must budget for player reinvestment. That is, players are offered
promotions and incentives that equate to a percentage of their theoretical win (Lal,
2004). Moreover, casinos examine theoretical win in terms of the average trip or
average gaming day, depending on the property’s requirements. When examining
local segments, casino marketers will often use the total theoretical win per month
or quarter to determine the caliber of incentive the player will receive (Lucas &
Kilby, 2008 p. 18)
Percentages used as guidelines for player reinvestment and the distribution
of complementaries differ greatly between properties and markets. A 35% player
reinvestment for RFB appears to be the best indicator of an industry average for
casinos in Atlantic City (McGowan & Brown, 2009). It is a combination of hard and
soft comps distributed by casino hosts or through direct mail. In contrast, Lucas &
Kilby (2008, p. 23) note that casinos in Nevada will typically comp up to 45% of a
player’s theoretical win or up to 15% of actual loss. However, these terms represent
the maximum amount of reinvestment management is willing to concede in the
form of RFB. Additional concessions to the player, such as the direct financial
incentives described below, are often not included in the RFB allowance. Rather,
they are granted in addition to the predetermined up front RFB agreement (Salmon,
Lucas, Kilby & Dalbor, 2004).
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Soft Comps – RFB
Offering complimentary room, food, and beverage (or RFB) is essential for
any casino trying to attract premium players. Casinos usually offer players limited
RFB based on past trips and indicators of player worth. Players whose gambling
activity consistently covers their RFB costs (and have established trust with casino
executives) are offered unlimited RFB. RFB is usually the first reward for premium
play, followed by luxury suites, airfare awards, and play-related financial incentives
(Singh, lecture notes 2012). RFB expenses, as well as other property owned goods
and services, such as showroom entertainment and in-house retail, are referred to
as soft comps because they do not have a hard financial cost to the property. For
example, a $250 bottle of wine from a steakhouse does not actually cost the
company $250. The total cost to the business is likely around $100 (Chung, 2008).
Hard Comps
Premium players are treated to events, often with vendors and venues that
are not owned by the property. This can include golf tournaments, off-property
casino events, and meals at outside restaurants. Costs for these types of comps are
either pre-paid by the casino or billed back to the casino marketing department
(Hill, 2008).
Defining the Premium Player
Contemporary casino jargon has several terms for high-end players. Highroller, whale, and more recently, baller, are commonly used terms to describe a
premium casino player. Several scholarly and non-scholarly authors have
attempted to categorize players by credit line, average bet, size of actual loss, or
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other incentives received (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos 2002; Hill, 2008). For the purpose
of clarity and generalizability, this paper refers to high-end casino players as
premium players, meaning any player (and above) who is offered an RFB allowance,
or any other play incentive described in this paper. There is not a specific average
wager, game type, length of play, credit line, or buy-in that dictate a player’s status
in the eyes of casino executives. It is a combination of all these factors taken in
conjunction with the individual property’s particular criteria for extending such
offers.
Pursuing Premium Play
Casinos are subject to Pareto’s principal (also called the 20/80 rule) to a
greater degree than most American businesses. The rule suggests that 80% of a
company’s revenues are derived from a mere 20% of its clients. Scholars estimate
that in the gaming industry 5% of players are responsible for 50% of revenue (Hill,
2008; Lucas, Kilby, & Santos, 2002). That means that the top tier of premium
players have the potential to make or break a property’s month, which happens
more often than one may have thought. For example, in 2012, a man named Don
Johnson won over $6,000,000 from the Tropicana Resort in Atlantic City in a single
night, which followed recent big wins from Borgata ($5 million) and Caesar’s ($4
million). According to Tropicana CEO, Tony Rodio, Johnson was personally
responsible for ruining the casino’s revenue numbers for April (Bowden, 2012).
It should be noted, also, that revenues do not always equal profits. It is true
that premium players bring a tremendous amount of earning potential to a casino,
but the cost of luring them is daunting. In addition to the potentially hazardous play
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incentives addressed below, the cost of amenities needed by a property in order to
cater to the premium segment is staggering. For example, the MGM Grand spent
$165 million for the stage and development of KA, an acrobatic performance show
by Cirque Du Solei, that was intended to lure more profitable players to the casino
(Suh & Lucas, 2010).
Direct Financial incentives
Free Slot Play
Free slot play is a specific dollar amount of promotional funds that are loaded
onto an individual player’s rating card for use on certain slot machines or electronic
gaming devices. The funds are accessed through the machine by using the player’s
PIN number. These funds cannot be transferred or exchanged for cash. The player
must cycle the funds through the machine by placing wagers. After the promotional
funds have been wagered, the winnings are deposited into the player’s credit bank
and can then be cashed out (Lucas, Dunn, & Singh 2004).
Casino executives use free slot play in a variety of ways. The most common is
the direct mail offer. With this method, players are sent a mailer that states the
amount of free play offer, the conditions under which it is valid, and possibly a room
component (if the player is non-local). Direct mail offers containing free slot play
are widely used by casinos to attract local and non-local player segments (Lucas &
Kilby, 2008, p. 39).
Empirical studies, however, have suggested that free play incentives do not
increase slot volume at the individual trip level (Lucas, Dunn, & Singh, 2004).
Additionally, the authors found that direct mail free play incentives actually
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produced negative cash flows for the casino after promotion costs were taken into
consideration. Though the study represents only a single snapshot of a widely used
promotion, it is a significant indicator of the need to further measure and analyze
such promotions. If the study’s findings become more generalizable after further
research and replication, casino executives may be more willing to examine the
distribution of free slot play funds with more scrutiny, since the promotion appears
to have a direct (and opposite) effect on profitability. However, it remains an
incredibly popular and widely used promotion (Lucas & Kilby, 2008 p.31)
Match Bet Coupons/Free Bet Vouchers
Match bet coupons are essentially buy-one-get-one coupons for table games.
Players with a $5 match play coupon place the coupon and a $5 bet at a qualifying
table game, usually on even money wagers only. Winning wagers are then paid $10
in negotiable cheques, while losing wagers cost only the original $5 bet and coupon.
Match bets are usually distributed to low-end players as a means for introducing
them to a new game and attempting to generate interest in a particular area of the
casino (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 69). However, one study that looked at match play
coupons specifically, reported that the data did not show the use of such coupons
had a positive effect on blackjack drop. In fact, the data indicated that the coupons
had statistically significant negative impact on blackjack drop (Lucas, 2004). This is
especially important because an additional 107 wagers are needed to make up the
cost of each match bet granted, the author writes.
Free bets are similar to match bet coupons, except that the player does not
have to match the value of the voucher with an additional wager. Instead, the player
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places the voucher on an even money table game bet. Winning wagers are paid the
face value of the voucher in negotiable cheques, while losing wagers cost only the
voucher. Free bets are not used to attract new business to the casino, rather they
are often part of a packaged incentive received by the player through direct mail and
based on past casino play. Free bets are distributed similarly to free slot play and
typically range from $50-$1000, but target table players instead of slot players
(Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 82).
Promotional Chips
Promotional chips are similar to free slot play in the sense that they are
promotional funds to be played on select games, the winnings from which have cash
value and can be retained by the player. The difference is that promotional chips
are distributed in a set denomination and cannot be broken down. Additionally,
promotional chips come in two forms, one-time use and multiple-decision (also
known as play-until-lost promo chips). One-time use promotional chips are of
greater value to the casino and less value to the player because they can only be
played a single time. Promotional chips should be distributed with care, since 98
additional wagers are required to offset a single promotional chip on a 1% house
advantage game (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 82).
Promotional chips are distributed for a variety of reasons. Casino executives
will often award them to players who open credit lines (or deposit front money)
above a certain amount. They are also given out in lieu of walk-in money, play
incentives, and as tournament winnings. Casinos will regularly pay tournament
winnings in promotional chips, which are worth far less than their cash equivalent
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because they must be put into action as wagers, the winnings from which are then
paid in negotiable chips (Paine, H., personal communication, August 11, 2012).
Discounts/Rebates
The practice of discounting a player’s actual loss is a common practice in the
American casino industry, especially Las Vegas. It is also considered the most
controversial play incentive among scholars and mathematicians. This is because
discounts and rebates are regularly granted to players who do not generate
sufficient theoretical win to cover the cost of the incentive (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos,
2002; Salmon, Lucas, Kilby, & Dalbor, 2004). Players are offered a rebate of a
predetermined percentage before the trip begins. If the player loses more than the
amount deemed necessary to receive the discount, the casino applies the percentage
as a cash credit toward to the player’s outstanding markers (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p.
105)
Offering a set percentage discount to a player without also mandating a
required average bet and length of time to play can result in a positive expected
value for the player (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos, 2002). By discounting loss, the casino is
effectively changing the payout of the game, which has a direct causal impact on the
game’s house advantage. As more and more hands are played, variance in the
probability outcome decreases, which makes the casino more likely to retain the
house advantage. For example, Lucas, Kilby, and Santos (2002), in exhibit 2 of their
study, show how various percentages of up-front discounts affect house advantage
for a given number of hands played on the banker side of a game of baccarat. Large
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discounts, such as 25%, can be devastating to profitability, especially when the
player plays less than 100 hands.
It should be noted that, if a casino wishes to use discounts or rebates, such
concessions should only be granted on baccarat play, for which a banker’s side bet
carries a house advantage of 1.06%. Discounts cannot be awarded to blackjack
players, as the house advantage is a miniscule 0.32% for expert players playing
basic strategy. Craps players are also not candidates to receive discounts, unless
they have a previously agreed upon betting strategy that allows the casino to
determine a house advantage, as craps has various bets with different house
advantage and a great deal of volatility (Lucas, Kilby & Santos, 2002; Lucas & Kilby,
2008, p. 113).
Quick pay discounts are intended to reward players for paying off their debt
to the casino earlier than it is due, usually after only 14 days. So, it can serve as a
payment incentive or a play incentive, depending on when the player receives the
offer from the casino. This type of discount is usually around 3% and is offered as a
supplement to other discounts. (Lucas, Kilby, and Santos, 2002).
Dead Chips
Dead chip programs are an alternative to the potentially devastating discount
programs. Though different dead chip programs have been employed recently,
some have been quite beneficial to the casino’s bottom line while others were
directly responsible for a casino’s bankruptcy (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 88). Dead
chip programs are used exclusively for baccarat and are usually negotiated through
independent player representatives. Independent reps are essentially outside
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casino hosts who are not employed by the property itself, but bring premium
players to a casino in exchange for a commission. The commission is usually
distributed as a percentage of their player’s combined theoretical win or actual loss
(Hill, 2008).
The basic idea behind dead chip programs is that a premium player will
deposit $100,000 into the casino cage. The player then receives $100,000 in dead
chips (which function identically to play-until-lost promotional chips) plus a
predetermined percentage of the deposit in additional dead chips, also called a
premium (Singh, lecture notes 2012). Lucas & Kilby (2008, p. 91) show how the
Desert Inn’s dead chip program mistakenly allowed players to create an advantage,
generating $2,784 in negative cash flow for the casino. One particular cause for the
program’s failure was that the players’ premiums were distributed as cash rewards
instead of additional dead chips. The value of a dead chip is less than its face value
because it must first be wagered. Since the dead chip must be put into play, the
casino can expect to retain the chips value, multiplied by the probability of the
winning outcome.
Airfare Reimbursement
Airfare reimbursements are a common cash reward to incentivize travel to a
casino. Players are sometimes required to present an airline ticket proof of
purchase to receive the award, but not always. Many players view the airfare award
as an obligation on behalf of the casino, not as an incentive based on casino play. It
is a cash incentive and should undoubtedly be taken into account when evaluating
player reinvestment and host performance (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 158).
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Management Discretion
It is likely impossible to indentify, categorize, and define every type of player
incentive. Casino properties and markets vary greatly from one another, as do their
management and marketing teams. New promotions are constantly being designed,
tested, and implemented in the ultra-competitive gambling market. Gaming
properties are always on the lookout for new and effective ways to attract the
premium segment. Other player rewards, such as private jet and limousine service
also affect player reinvestment (Lucas, Kilby, & Santos 2002).
In addition to the aforementioned distribution channels, casino executives
with authority to make offers will give financial incentives (such as free slot play,
free bets, promotional chips, etc.) in order to bring new players to the property,
keep upset players from going to a competing property, or even as a concession for a
bad service experience.
Casino Hosts
The casino host is instrumental in attracting and retaining premium casino
play. Hosts are expected to establish and maintain personal relationships with
premium players. They are representatives of the property and serve as
ambassadors to recruit premium players who wish to experience a casino for the
first time. Casino hosts fill numerous roles and can have many titles, such as casino
marketing executive or player development host (Hill, 2008).
The primary duty of the casino host is to establish and maintain personal
relationships with premium players. There are a finite number of premium players
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in the world and a casino host has an obligation to his/her employer to make every
effort to make sure their casino property is getting as much play and as many trips
as possible from the player. Hosts establish this bond by accompanying the player
to dinners, recreational outings, and entertainment events (Hill, 2008). In fact,
many hosts provide players with their personal contact information and invite the
player to contact them at anytime (Lucas & Kilby, 2008. P. 156).
Host performance is a function of theoretical win and/or actual win
generated by players linked to the host. Various properties have various equations
for determining host profitability. Usually, costs such as the host’s salary, bonuses,
play incentives, and bad debt from players are added together and deducted from
the total amount of theoretical and/or actual win generated by the host’s players,
minus gaming taxes (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 158). Hosts are under pressure to
produce profits for the casino and are often terminated for not doing so. It is
common for a host to have worked at several casino properties within a single
gaming market (Hill, 2008).
Even though hosts are central to the casino’s campaign for premium action.
Casino operators must be aware of the various ways that hosts can negatively affect
profitability. When a host leaves one casino for another, players will often follow, as
many players are loyal to their casino host, not the casino property itself. Also,
because of the sensitive nature of hosts’ decisions and the type of clientele they
serve, casinos must be aware of their hosts conduct in order to avoid liability (Hill,
2008).
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Junkets
Since the 1960’s, Las Vegas properties have used junkets and junket
representatives to drive more business for the casino. Junkets are groups of
premium players, let by an independent representative, that agree to patronize a
casino in exchange for up-front agreements on RFB comps and other incentives
(Hill, 2008). In addition to comp and incentive costs, casinos are required to
compensate the junket rep with a commission payment.
Junkets can be profitable for a casino, but their popularity has given rise to
the modern casino host, who is employed by the casino and is under contract to
serve the interests of the property for which he or she works. Casinos prefer that
premium play is arranged by in-house hosts, rather than junkets for a variety of
reasons. Primarily, premium players are loyal to their host or junket rep, so players
are less likely to stay at a competing property if they have a personal relationship
with an in-house host. Also, casino executives fear losing players to competitors
who offer the junket rep a greater commission (Hill, 2008).
In Macau, Asia’s primary gaming destination, junkets have evolved in a
unique way. The junket rep takes responsibility for bringing players to the casino
and issuing credit. Reps are required to cover marketing costs and maintain a
predetermined amount of play from their players. Gaming revenues are split three
ways. 40% goes to the government (Macau’s gaming tax rate), 40% goes to the rep,
and 20% goes to the casino. Essentially, the casino leases the gaming area to the
junket rep and provides labor and game protection (Lucas & Kilby, 2008 p. 96).
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Conclusion
There is not an overwhelming amount of literature on casino-related policies
and practices, but the literature that exists often addresses questions of profitability,
which is especially important for competitive businesses. Many policies and
practices have been in place for so many years that they are seen as key tools for
attracting and retaining premium players. However, it is important to revisit and
reevaluate these policies to make sure that they are, indeed, necessary to be
competitive.
There is no doubt that casino resort properties will continue to pursue the
premium player segment. Casino executives who wish to attract premium players
should be willing to spend millions on the necessary amenities and thoroughly
scrutinize the play incentives they intend to offer. It is necessary to account for RFB
expenses, airfare reimbursements, and rep fees when evaluating player worth and
reinvestment. There are various types of casino promotions. Each promotion must
be examined for ways in which it can be manipulated or decrease the house
advantage beyond what is acceptable for casino management. There are steps
casino executives can take to ensure that all practices remain profitable to the
property’s bottom line. The following section contains guidelines that are designed
to assist casino marketers in evaluating an individual players contribution based on
what is conceded as player reinvestment.
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PART THREE
Introduction
Premium players certainly have the potential to be incredibly profitable for
the casino. This is especially true for players who prefer games with high house
advantages, carry a large average bet, and play for long periods of time. Multiple
competing casinos would eagerly pursue such a player. However, most premium
players (and deals made for those players) need to be evaluated on a trip by trip
basis to ensure the player is, in fact, profitable, and not somehow using promotions,
incentives, or policies to create a positive expected value for the player’s wagering
activity.
As stated in the literature review, all gaming incentives have the potential to
create positive expected values for the player and negative cash flows for the casino
if not properly understood and distributed. There are two ways in which the house
advantage of a game can be changed, either by altering the probability of the
outcome, or by altering the payout for the wager. Overly-reinvesting in the player
can be thought of as altering the payout. For example, giving a 10% discount on a
$100,000 loss causes the player to lose only 90% of their wager. A common
argument against this logic is that the player still loses $90,000, which means
significant revenue for the casino. It is important to consider, though, that the laws
of probability dictate that over time the casino will lose the bulk of that $90,000
back to a lucky player in the future. Of course, from the perspective of the casino, it
is always better to win than to lose, but gambling winnings are not necessarily pure
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profit. At the end of the day, all the casino can really count on is the house
advantage.
Each concession to the player should be analyzed individually and in
conjunction with any other offers to which it may be linked. It is important for
casino executives to approach analysis of each element with an open mind. Critical
thinking is necessary when evaluating ideas that have traditionally been held true
by experts. This section provides deeper insight into the evaluation of player worth,
as well as tools from existing literature on preserving profitability.
Targeting the Premium Segment
The decision to target premium players and invest in attracting them to a
casino property should be made with a full understanding of the financial
commitment required to do so. In order to be competitive, there are several
amenities and player incentives that must be made available to players. Many
premium players will not consider playing at a property that does not offer the highend amenities they prefer or the play incentives they believe they deserve. In their
text, Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 34) outline many of the necessary elements required
to target the premium segment. They include, but are not limited to, airfare awards,
RFB comps, discounts on loss, promotional chips, dead chips, nightclubs, hotel
suites, showroom entertainment, and luxury pool and spa facilities. RFB comps are
complimentary room, food, and beverage costs given to casino players based on past
or prospective gaming trips.
Non-gaming amenities alone can be astoundingly expensive to produce,
build, and maintain. As noted in the literature review, casino showrooms are among
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the most expensive non-gaming amenities a property can buy. Tens of millions of
dollars are required to create a showroom venue that can be competitive in
attracting premium players. That is, if showroom entertainment popularity is
indeed a predictor of premium play. Empirical research exploring the link betweens
showroom entertainment and gaming revenue has not produced consistent results
regarding the significance of entertainment’s impact on revenue metrics. (Suh &
Lucas, 2010; Roehl, 1996; Suh & Tanford, 2012).
RFB Comps
Historically, RFB comps were distributed on a discretionary basis. The word
itself, discretion, implies that the distributors relied more on intuition than
measurement. Though comp policies vary across properties, they are relatively
similar within a given jurisdiction or market. For example, the industry standard on
the Las Vegas strip is to comp up to 45% of theoretical win or 15% of loss. These
numbers represent the maximum amount a player should receive in the form of
comps. At the premium player level, casino hosts or casino marketing executives
almost exclusively handle comp distribution. As a guideline, casino employees with
comp authority should approach comps as a negotiation. In other words, it is the
duty of the host to give the minimum amount of complementaries necessary to
attract or retain a player’s action.
It is important to consider the cost of any up front comps included in a playrelated promotion, such as a direct mail offer. That is, if a player books a trip
through a promotional offer based on past play, the cost of the a priori comps is
deducted from that player’s comp balance. This means the payer begins the trip
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with a negative comp balance. Over the course of the trip, the player’s casino action
must first cover the promotional costs before being issued any additional comps.
For example, a player may receive a mailer that entitles him or her two
complimentary room nights (at a $100/night value) and a $100 dining credit. The
player would then start the trip with -$300 in available comp and would have to
generate at least $667 in theoretical win to cover promotional expenses and begin
generating a positive comp balance. Players whose casino action does not cover
promotional expenses are sent a lower caliber of offer for their next trip.
This approach can be more effective in controlling comp costs. The contrary
approach is to absorb promotional costs into a house account and proceed to
distribute comps based on the property’s comp policy. This can easily lead to overcomping. For example, the player who incurs $300 in comp costs from a promotion
goes on to generate $1000 in theoretical. Then, after evaluating the player’s trip, the
casino host offers to comp $250 worth of incidentals from the hotel bill. The host is
working within the comp policy by only offering to comp 25% of theoretical win, but
the player is effectively being comped $550 once promotional costs are added,
which amounts to a 55% reinvestment in the player.
Casino marketers should set a percentage of theoretical win they are willing
to reinvest as the maximum and be diligent in upholding it. This becomes especially
important when management adds play incentives to the mix, as play incentives
have a direct impact on house advantage (which is a primary variable in calculating
theoretical win).
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Free Slot Play, Vouchers, & Promotional chips
Free slot play, free bet vouchers, and promotional chips are almost identical
in function. They are all promotional funds that must be played in the casino, the
winnings from which are paid in negotiable cheques and kept by the player. The
main differences are denomination, games of use, and number of decisions (single
use vs. multiple use). As mentioned in the literature review, these incentives serve a
variety of functions. Casino executives will distribute these play incentives for
multiple reasons. It is, however, important to examine and fully understand the cost
of the incentive before offering it to the player.
Kilby, Fox, and Lucas (2004, p. 303) point out that if a player makes wagers
of consistent size on a game with a 1% house advantage, it takes 98 additional
wagers from the player to cover the cost of a single promotional chip. This number
would be slightly less for free bet vouchers and free slot play, as only promotional
chips (and dead chips) can be used multiple times. The equation below outlines the
breakeven cost for a single decision play incentive such as free slot play or free bet
vouchers.
(1-Tax Rate) x (House Advantage) x (Additional Wagers) =
(Incentive Amount) x (House Advantage)
By inputting the tax rate, house advantage, and the amount of the incentives
awarded to the player, casino executives can calculate the cost of the promotional
funds. Of course the dollar amount of additional wagers required will vary across
jurisdiction and game type, but understanding the true value of such a concession
can help them be distributed with a deeper understanding of recovery costs.
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Structuring Discounts/Rebates on Loss
As Salmon, Lucas, Kilby, and Dalbor (2004) find, most of the casino
executives polled in their study did not consider the most important variables when
determining whether or not to offer discounts on loss. As previously stated,
theoretical win is a function of average bet, hands per hour, hours played, and house
advantage. Theoretical win, as a unit of measurement, provides the most accurate
depiction of a player’s contribution to the casino’s bottom line by way of gaming
activity. Theoretical win is the only portion of a player’s action that casinos can
truly count as revenue. Yet, of the executives surveyed, the vast majority considered
a player’s actual loss to be the deciding factor in offering discounts. In fact, the size
of a player’s credit line was deemed a greater determinant in offering discounts than
average bet or time played. The study indicates that contemporary casino executives
consider winnings (less discounts, comps, gaming tax, and incentives) to be pure
profit.
Discounting a player’s loss has a direct impact on the game’s house
advantage and subsequent effect on the player’s expected value to the casino, based
on gaming activity. It is necessary to structure the discount program in such a way
that the player is required to comply with standards regarding average bet and
length of time played. If players are not required to generate theoretical win in
order to receive discounts on loss, they are essentially motivated to play for less
time. Why? Because, when players play for longer periods of time they decrease the
variance of the probability outcome distribution of the game, which further
solidifies the house advantage. When players play for shorter periods of time, they
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increase outcome variance. This increase in standard deviation makes the short
gaming session more volatile than a longer one. In other words, discount programs
that do not include a time requirement may encourage players to play for shorter
periods, since it is to the player’s benefit to increase outcome variance (Salmon,
Lucas, Kilby, & Dalbor, 2004).
It is certainly possible, though, to implement and maintain profitable
discount programs. First of all, casino executives must not offer discounts on
blackjack. The house advantage is already minimal and gaming properties cannot
afford to reinvest anything in the player beyond what the comp policy dictates.
Craps discounts fall into a similar category. The array of available wagers and
volatility of outcomes make players of craps unattractive candidates for discount
programs. Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 133) outline a potential craps discount
program that assumes certain consistent betting requirements, but such betting
standards could not be easily tracked or enforced. Second, it is absolutely
imperative to track play accurately and uphold a time requirement, such has hours
played or shoes completed. The authors’ text contains some very useful tables for
structuring a baccarat discount program that maintains profitability.
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Table 1

Note: Lucas, A.F. & Kilby, J. (2008). Principals of Casino Marketing. Escondido, CA:
Okie. International. p.129
Table 1 shows the dollar cost and percentage discount earned by a player
based on the player’s average bet and number of shoes completed. The table is a
graduated discount, where players earn a greater percentage discount on loss when
they play for longer periods of time. The number within the table represents the
true dollar cost of the discount, which should then be deducted from the theoretical
win generated by the player. Hosts and casino marketing executives can easily read
such a table to be sure that player profitability is maintained. Players are no longer
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profitable if the cost of the discount exceeds the amount of theoretical win
contributed by the player to the casino.
Of course, casino executives must also account for RFB comps and airfare
awards allotted for the player. Table 2 shows the maximum dollar amount of comp
and airfare costs the casino can concede to the player based on their average bet
and number of shoes completed. Tables 1 and 2, taken in conjunction, can prevent
casinos from sacrificing more than they can afford in the way of player
reinvestment.
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Table 2

Note: Lucas, A.F. & Kilby, J. (2008). Principals of Casino Marketing. Escondido, CA:
Okie. International. p.131.
By following the guidelines set forth by Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 129 & p.
131) casino executive have a framework within which a successful discount
program can be maintained. It is essential to the casino’s bottom line that the
property be fully committed to following the table and ensuring the programs
success.
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Dead Chip programs
Dead chip programs are designed specifically for premium players of
baccarat. The basic program format is for players to deposit money into a casino’s
cage and receive the equivalent, plus a predetermined premium, in dead chips.
Dead chips are of a certain denomination and played until lost. Winnings from dead
chip wagers are paid in negotiable casino cheques. Ideally, dead chip programs
provide a monetary incentive for the player to maintain gaming action within the
host property. The casino benefits because the use of dead chips requires the funds
to be played prior to realization of value, effective guaranteeing the casino a certain
amount of play.
In their text, Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 88) describe how a former Las Vegas
casino, The Desert Inn, put forward a dead chip program that caused negative cash
flows for the casino and a positive expected value for the player. Obviously, this type
of program has the potential to be devastating to a casino’s bottom line by
effectively erasing the house advantage. The Desert Inn’s program became
infamous for its poor design. On top of the program’s effect on player profitability,
the Desert Inn was also offering airfare awards, RFB comps, and paying gaming
taxes on revenues. These expenses, combined with the overall unprofitability of the
program, made the dead chip program even more undesirable for the casino and
more attractive to players.
The program offered a declining premium over three or more rounds.
Players were given a 3% premium on $100,000 in the first round, 2% in the second
round, and 1% on each following round. Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 89-91), in their
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text, deconstruct the program round by round. Their summary (Table 3) shows the
program could have sustained a slim profit of $1,716 if executives were to exclude
RFB comps and airfare awards. However, such incentives are necessary in
attracting premium players.
Table 3

Note: Lucas, A.F. & Kilby, J. (2008). Principals of Casino Marketing. Escondido, CA:
Okie. International. P.91.
As was the case at the Desert Inn, some dead chip programs are designed to
pay the premium in cash after all dead chips have been played and lost. It is
preferable for the casino to pay the premium in additional dead chips, since the
dead chips must be played, giving the casino a chance to win the dead chip’s value
from the player. Additionally, it is absolutely necessary to examine a promotion’s
effect on profitability in conjunction with RFB comps, airfare awards, rep fees, and
gaming taxes. Also, a program should not be judged by an overall examination of
aggregate gaming revenue, as such a perspective has the potential to hide a
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program’s unprofitability. Finally, 2% premiums create only the slimmest of profits,
anything above that can be dangerous to a program’s profitability.
Airfare Reimbursement Guidelines
Airfare awards are intended to subsidize a player’s travel costs and are often
distributed as a percentage of the player’s credit line (Lucas & Kilby, 2008, p. 25).
Giving airfare awards simply based on credit line can be hazardous to the casino’s
theoretical win, as it is a cash reimbursement to the player (or a marker credit).
This method does not take into account the time a player spends gambling or the
size of the player’s average wager. Without examining the variables related to the
player’s casino action, casino executives do not have an accurate measurement of
the reinvestment percentage they are conceding to the player.
It is necessary that airfare awards be issued prudently and as a function of
the player’s gaming activity for the trip. Lucas and Kilby (2008, p. 25) show the
following equation to determine the dollar amount of wagers a player must
complete in order to cover an airfare award:
(1-Tax Rate) x (House Advantage) x (Additional Wagers) = (Airfare Award)
Using this equation, casino executives enter the gaming tax rate for their particular
jurisdiction, the house advantage, and the amount of the airfare award to compute
the number of additional wagers required to cover the award’s cost. This approach
to providing airfare awards is much more profit-conscience and measurement
oriented than distributing airfare as a portion of credit line. This way, casino
executives can be sure that they are maintaining the player’s profitability to the
casino and not overly reinvesting in the player.
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Casino Hosts
Virtually all casinos that wish to target premium players employ casino
hosts. Hosts serve as liaison between the player and the gaming property on behalf
of the casino. They form personal relationships with players and provide a direct
line of communication. They are responsible for recruiting new players and
retaining current ones. Hosts often assist with player disputes, credit establishment
and collection, and casino events for premium players.
For properties targeting premium players and employing hosts, there are
some issues that will inevitably arise. One concern is that the player will become
loyal to the host and not to the casino. When a host leaves a property for another,
the host will often lure the player to the competing property. Hill, (2008) notes two
legal cases (Mattes v. Ballys Las Vegas; GNOC Corp vs. Aboud) in which hosts with
credit authority have exercised poor enough judgment to cause a lawsuit. Similarly,
casinos have sued one another after a host switched properties and took portions of
the original casino’s player database, which is the keystone to any casino marketing
program. Casinos are very protective of their databases.
Most casinos use a coding system for distinguishing the relationship between
the player and the host. The coding is seen as a note on the player’s account, so it
can easily be seen which host is responsible for the player. This system is very
effective in measuring host productivity, as an executive can simply pull all coded
players from the database and separate them by the name to which they are
assigned. Casino action for all of host’s players is then combined to show the total
amount of play brought in by that host.
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However, the coding strategy also makes for a very competitive work
environment. Many hosts are not willing to spend time assisting players coded to
another host because they do not receive credit for the work. It can also fuel a host’s
individual ego. Hosts who believe they are solely responsible for large amounts of
casino play are more likely to market themselves to competing properties to obtain
better salaries and bonuses.
Some casinos use a no-coding strategy. Though this method makes it much
harder to evaluate a host’s individual performance, it creates a work environment
that makes hosts accountable as a group. Management can set goals for the group as
a whole and award bonuses as a group. It is possible that this type of system could
foster a more positive work environment for the hosts and a better all around
experience for the player. Under the no-coding system, though, all hosts would have
to be consistent with the property’s comp policy in order to provide consistent
service.
Conclusion
Attracting and retaining premium players requires the use of many
incentives, promotions, amenities and special programs. In order to preserve
profitability of the premium players, casino executives should examine the structure
of each element to be sure that it is, in fact, sustainable for the casino and profitable
in conjunction with any other incentives or promotions linked to it. Often, when
exploring new ways of doing business, it is necessary to look at traditional roles and
methods from a new perspective. While conceding a certain amount of
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reinvestment to the player is necessary to be competitive in the contemporary
gaming industry, it should be done with attention to the effect on house advantage.
Recommendations
Casino executives at gaming properties offering the types of incentives and
promotions described in this paper would benefit from reexamining the details and
format of each to ensure that the effect on theoretical win is not so great as to create
a positive expected value for the player. It is essential to evaluate play incentives
individually so that effects can clearly be seen. Also, thinking about profit as the
theoretical win generated by a player (minus gaming taxes, promotional expenses,
RFB comps, and airfare awards) instead of actual loss can create a new perspective
of profitability. Focusing on measurement and consistency when implementing new
programs could help maintain the profitability of the premium player segment,
upholding their value as major contributors of profit.
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